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***** Print on Demand *****.Attacking enemy stones is one of the most basic elements in any game
of go, yet surprising little has been written about any theory of attacking. Methods of attack,
selection of a target, timing, contriving a double attack - these are techniques which require a lot of
trial and error to master. Kato s attack and Kill offers an invaluable shortcut. The author, Kato
Honinbo, is known and feared as one of the most aggressive attacking players in modern go and in
this book he presents a thorough and practical analysis of all the elements essential for a successful
attack. There are a numerous examples from actual play, a problem section, and a selection of Kato
s own games which feature attacking and killing large groups. Reading this book will transform
your game.
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ReviewsReviews

This publication may be worth purchasing. it was actually writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. I am just happy to tell you that this is actually the very
best book i actually have study inside my personal life and can be he best ebook for actually.
-- Frank Nienow-- Frank Nienow

This is the greatest book we have study right up until now. This can be for all those who statte that there was not a worth reading. Your lifestyle period will
probably be enhance when you complete looking at this ebook.
-- Santos Koelpin-- Santos Koelpin
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